The archetypal quantum interferometry experiment yields an interference pattern that results from the indistinguishability of two spatiotemporal paths available to a photon or to a pair of entangled photons. A fundamental challenge in quantum interferometry is to perform such experiments with a higher number of paths, and over large distances. In particular, the distribution of such highly entangled states in longhaul optical fibers is one of the core concepts behind quantum information networks. We demonstrate that using indistinguishable frequency paths instead of spatiotemporal ones allows for robust, high-dimensional quantum interferometry in optical fibers. In our system, twin-photons from an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pair are offered up to 9 frequency paths after propagation in long-haul optical fibers, and we show that the multi-path quantum interference patterns can be faithfully restored after the photons travel a total distance of up to 60 km.
Quantum information networks require the manipulation and transportation of entangled photons in longhaul optical fiber networks without destroying their nonclassical correlations. The relevance and viability of any prospective quantum network also critically depends on a strong hardware overlap with off-the-shelf components, readily available in the technologically mature sector of optical fiber telecommunications. Fulfilling these constraints while preserving the non-classical correlations of entangled photons when launched in long-haul optical fibers arises as particularly difficult task, and even more so if the entanglement is high-dimensional. We present here a proof-of-concept quantum interferometry experiment in which high-dimensional quantum entanglement is preserved even after the photons have propagated in long-haul optical fibers.
Our system is based on the idea of Franson interferometry [1] . We pump a 3 cm-long periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide around 775 nm to generate entangled photons via spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) around λ 0 = 2πc/ω 0 = 1550 nm. The spectral density f (ω) of this source spans over ∼ 2π × 12 THz around ω 0 (∼ 100 nm around λ 0 ), and the quantum state of the twin-photons is
The entangled photons are then launched into a standard SMF-28 fiber of length L 0 before being separated by a 3 dB coupler in two arms [A] (Alice) and [B] (Bob). Each arm includes another fiber spool of length L A,B ,
FIG. 1: Principle of multiple frequency paths using a phase modulator seeded with a photon of frequency ω0. The modulator is driven by a sinusoidal RF signal of amplitude sVπ, frequency Ω and phase φ. This modulation creates the eigenstates |n ≡ |ω0 + nΩ with n ∈ Z, which are new frequency paths available with probability J 2 n (s) to any incoming photon in the eigenstate |0 . Only 5 eigenstates are represented here for clarity, but the entangled photons explore up to 9 frequency paths in our experimental transmission system. Along with robustness, this high dimensionality is a distinctive advantage of frequency path quantum interferometry in comparison to spatiotemporal schemes.
which transform the input state after propagation into
where
denotes the phase shift resulting from the propagation in the optical fibers L 0,A,B , and β(ω) rules the fiber dispersion. Whereas Franson interferometry usually involves Mach-Zehnder (MZ) modulators offering two temporal paths [2] [3] [4] [5] , our system exploits instead N 2 frequency paths offered by phase modulators (PM) [6, 7] . The creation of these frequency paths is performed using two phase modulators PM A,B of half-wave voltage V π , modulated at the frequency Ω/2π = 12.5 GHz with signals of normalized amplitudes {a, b} = V {a,b} /V π and phases 
{α, β}. The modulators PM A,B induce the transformations
where |n ≡ |ω 0 + nΩ are new frequency paths with n ∈ Z. As explained in Fig. 1 , every path |n is accessed with probability J 2 n (s) where s ∈ {a, b} is the real-valued modulation index of the modulator. The closure condition +∞ n=−∞ J 2 n (s) = 1 is a property of Bessel functions and holds for all s. However, the probabilities J 2 n (s) decay rapidly to 0 as n → ±∞, and only N 2(s + 1) + 1 frequency paths have a non-negligible probability. In our experimental setup, we have s 3 and accordingly, up to N = 9 paths with n ∈ {−4, . . . , 4} can be explored by the twin-photons. We use the two Bragg filters F A,B of bandwidth Ω F /2π = 3 GHz, which are respectively centered to ω 0 + nΩ and ω 0 − nΩ. The probability of coincidence measurement by the avalanche photodetectors D A and D B is therefore
, with β 1 and β 2 being respectively the group velocity and the group velocity dispersion in the optical fibers, L = 2L 0 + L A + L B the total distance traveled by the twin-photons, ∆L = L A −L B the distance mismatch, and g(ω) is spectral density of the source crenelated by the Bragg filters. The superposition of indistinguishable paths as given by the summation over k, and squaring the sum gives rise to quantum interferences. The two-photon interference patterns are obtained by scanning the phase difference ∆ϕ = α − β. Since the filters have a finite bandwidth Ω F , the integration of ω over [−Ω F /2, Ω F /2] results in a continuous superposition of shifted interference patterns leading to a loss of visibility.
The dispersion phase-shift Φ(k, n, ω) is such that the β 1 -induced shift is easily canceled with the matching L A = L B , while the dispersion-induced shift cannot, and therefore has a strong impact on the quantum correlations. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the evolution of numerically simulated interference patterns as the twin-photons propagate in the optical fibers. It can be seen that dispersion not only alters the visibility of the fringes, but also disturbs the shape of the interference pattern -and thus, the quantum correlations. However, unlike in the classical case, the problem of dispersion cancellation in the context of quantum interferometry is not conceptually trivial, as dispersion can be canceled either locally [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or non-locally [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Research is still on-going about the classical or quantum nature of the non-local dispersion approach [21, 22] . We show here that the dispersion can be canceled nonlocally, thereby restoring the original interference pattern after the twin-photons are propagated in long-haul optical fibers.
When L A = L B , the dispersion shift Φ(k, n, ω) depends only the total propagation distance L = 2L 0 +L A + L B traveled by the twin-photons. In fact, the dispersion effect is the same whether both photons co-propagate along the fiber (L 0 ), or only along one of the two arms (L A,B ). This has two major consequences. First, the whole propagation and dispersion can actually be experienced by only one photon and still lead to the same measurements. Second, a negative dispersion applied anywhere cancels the effect. To perform nonlocal dispersion cancellation, a dispersion-compensation module (DCM) is inserted in arm [A], as shown in Fig. 2 . This module introduces a negative phase-shift that compensates to the group velocity dispersion phase shift. The coincidence probability of Eq. (4) becomes P n ∝ |J 0 (c)| 2 , where c = a 2 + b 2 + 2ab cos(∆ϕ), so that the initial Bessel-like interference pattern is fully recovered [5] .
The experimental results are presented in Fig. 4 . The acquisition of the interference patterns required stable continuous operation for several days. In particular, each interference pattern corresponds to continuous data acquisition for a duration of 48 h. Photon counting was performed using LynXéa photon counters from Aurea Technology with onboard time-correlator. One of the main challenges comes from the phase-shift β 1 ∆L that shifts the interference pattern in Φ(k, n, ω), since ∆L cannot be strictly set to 0 when L A,B is km-long. Indeed, for large distances, this term is very sensitive to temperature as 1 K induces a 2π phase-shift per kilometer. A simple way to overcome this difficulty is to propagate most of the distance without separating the photons, split them and cancel the whole dispersion afterward. Consequently, Since co-propagation or split propagation eventually results in the same outcome, a second set of experiments was performed. Here, in order to show our ability to cancel the dispersion over large distances, both photons travel together within the same fiber of length L 0 = 30 km while L A = L B 0, corresponding to a total distance L = 60 km for the twin-photons. The Finisar DCM is replaced by a DCMX from Teraxion with fixed dispersion cancellation for 60 km. The results are shown in Figure 4 (c), showing again an excellent recovery of the Bessel interference pattern after the long-haul fiber propagation.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated robust, highdimensional (N = 9) frequency-path quantum interferometry in long-haul optical fibers, in which twin-photons travel a distance up to 60 km. We expect such systems to play a major role in future quantum information networks, particularly for quantum-key distribution frequency-based systems [6, 23] , or combined with resonator-based quantum frequency combs [24, 25] .
